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AC magnetic susceptibility of Dy1-xSrxCoO3-δ has been measured from 17 
to 320 K for a range of samples, x = 0.67 to 0.95.  For x = 0.95 the system 
enters a spin glass state at approximately 131K on cooling, as shown by a 
large cusp in the imaginary susceptibility.  For smaller x, the system enters a 
magnetically ordered state at approximately 280K.  This state shows evidence 
for a spin state transition in the Co ions at 90K, but no evidence of glassiness. 

At room temperature the system is tetragonal, I4/mmm, becoming closer 
to cubic as x increases; at x = 0.95 the system is metrically cubic.  As x 
increases the fraction of Co4+ also increases, as shown by TGA.  At x = 0.95 
over 50% of the Co sites are 4+, and the mixture of exchange interactions is 
thought to give rise to the spin glass state.  At smaller x the system appears 
weakly ferromagnetic, probably due to local ferromagnetic clusters and the Dy 
moments remain paramagnetic over the instrumental range.               
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1. Introduction 
 Lanthanide cobaltates (Ln1-xSrxCoO3-δ) (Ln = lanthanide ion) with perovskite-derived 
structures are of potential use in solid oxide fuel cells [1-4] and oxygen separation [5-6]. The 
materials show magnetic glassiness [7-8] and ferromagnetism [9]. La1-xSrxCoO3-δ has been 
widely studied [10, for example].  Interest has recently increased in phases with the smaller 
lanthanide ions such as Ho, Y and Dy [11].  This work adds to a systematic exploration of the 
structure and magnetic properties of this family of materials. 
 The physical properties of these materials depend on composition (Ln3+/Sr2+, 
O/vacancy, Co3+/Co4+). Oxygen ionic conductivity changes with the O/vacancy ordering and 
associated structural relaxation [3]; magnetic behaviour changes with the Co3+/Co4+ ratio and 
distribution.  We present AC susceptometer results on Dy1-xSrxCoO3-δ, where 0.67 ≤ x ≤ 0.9. 
 
2. Sample preparation 
 Polycrystalline samples of Dy1-xSrxCoO3-δ were prepared from powders of SrCO3 
(98+%), Co(NO3)2.6H2O (98%) and Dy2O3 (99%). The powders were dissolved in dilute 
HNO3 and a mixture of metal oxides was formed via decomposition of a citric acid-ethylene 
glycol sol-gel.  The ash was pelleted and sintered at 1100 °C under 1 atm. O2 for 3 days with 
repeated grinding and pelleting until powder x-ray diffraction (XRD) showed the reaction 
was complete. 
 
3. Results 
 
3.1 XRD Analysis 
 XRD measurements used a Scintag Inc. XGEN 4000 x-ray diffractometer at room 
temperature using Cu Kα radiation and a flat-plate sample holder.  Data were collected over 



Table 1: Various parameters versus x.  {1} indicates this 
ratio was fixed by refining in a cubic spacegroup.  Tcusp 
is T for the cusp in χ' indicating onset of magnetic LRO, 
except for x = 0.95, where it is the glass temperature. 

x c/2a δ % Co4+ Tcusp (K) 
0.67 1.0080(2) 0.22(2) 23(1) 267(4) 
0.75 1.0040(2) 0.25(2) 25(1)  
0.80 1.0033(2) 0.29(2) 21(1)  
0.90 1.0020(3) 0.21(3) 48(1) 293(1) 
0.95 {1} 0.22(4) 52(2) 131(1) 
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Fig. 1: χ' for x = 0.67 and x = 0.9.  Fit is Curie-
Weiss fit to x = 0.67:  χ = A/(T-Θ) 

5° ≤ 2θ ≤ 105°, in 0.025°, 10 s per step.  This allowed verification of the structure and purity.  
All samples studied were pure phase samples which formed a tetragonal superlattice 
approximately 2×2×4 times the fundamental cubic perovskite cell.  Table 1 shows the 
evolution of the tetragonal ratio, c/2a with x.  At x = 0.95 the data could be refined on a 
simple perovskite cube, indicating that the system was metrically cubic. 
 
3.2 TGA Analysis 
 To find δ thermo-
gravimetry of ca. 70mg samples 
of Dy1-xSrxCoO3-δ was carried 
out using a SETARAM TAG24.  
Samples were reduced to Dy2O3, 
SrO and Co metal under 3.5% 
hydrogen in nitrogen over a 
temperature range of 25-900 °C.  
Table 1 shows δ and the percent-
age of Co4+.  δ is almost 
independent of x, so as Sr2+ replaces Dy3+ charge is balanced by increasing the Co4+ content. 
 
3.3 Susceptibility 
 Magnetic measurements were made using a Lakeshore 7000 series AC susceptometer 
with a closed cycle helium refrigerator (17 K < T < 324 K).  Fig. 1 shows the real part of the 
AC susceptibility, χ', against T for x = 0.67 and 0.9  (HAC = 6.25 Oe, HDC = 0 Oe, f = 125 Hz).  

There are cusps at 267 K (x = 0.67) 
and 293 K (x = 0.9).  The cusp for 
x = 0.67 is not apparent on this 
scale.  The hump in the x = 0.9 
data at 90K is evidence of a spin 
state transition in the Co, possibly 
from low spin Co3+ (S = 0) to 
intermediate (S = 1) or high spin 
(S = 2) [13].  These features can be 
seen in the x = 0.67 sample if the 
Curie-Weiss paramagnetism is 
subtracted out.  The cusps at 
~280K are the transitions from 
paramagnetism to a magnetically 
ordered state.  Neutron scattering 
results from Y0.33Sr0.67CoO3-δ [14] 
show this state is predominantly 

antiferromagnetic.  The susceptibility shows a small ferromagnetic component which is likely 
due to ferromagnetic clusters (due to compositional variations) which are unaligned in the 
zero field neutron experiments but easily partially aligned by an applied magnetic field (used 
during a bulk measurement) [15].  The x = 0.95 sample shows a cusp at 131K (Fig. 2) and 
also shows a peak in the imaginary part of the susceptibility (χ'') at 129 ± 1 K, indicating 
glassiness.  From Table 1, at this composition the Co4+ fraction is over 50%, causing a 
mixture of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions, resulting in frustration and thus 
glassiness [16]. 
 The large paramagnetic signal in the samples with smaller x is due to the Dy ions, 
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Fig. 2: χ' and χ'' for x = 0.95.  Note cusp in χ'' as 
well as χ'.  Same scale as Fig.1: note large response.

which have a large paramagnetic moment.  A Curie-Weiss fit suggests 10.8 ± 0.3 µB per Dy 
and Θ = -3 ± 3 K at x = 0.67.  10.8 µB agrees well with an expected 10.6 µB.  The 
paramagnetic contribution falls with Dy content (Fig. 1).  There is no evidence (x = 0.67, 0.9) 
that the Dy and Co moments couple at the measured temperatures, with Θ for the Dy atoms 
being within error of 0 K. 
 

4. Conclusions 
 Dy1-xSrxCoO3-δ undergoes a 
magnetic phase transition at ~280K 
for x < 0.95 and the rare earth 
moment does not couple with the 
Co lattice over the temperature 
range measured.  At x = 0.95 the 
system enters a glassy phase below 
130K due to the mixed population 
of Co3+ and Co4+.  Both χ' and χ'' 
show large cusps at the spin glass 
transition, while the lack of 
evidence of Dy paramagnetism and 
the very large response opens the 
question of whether the Dy 
moments are coupling to the Co 
lattice at this composition. 
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